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***

Years ago, when I sat on the Board of the American Psychiatric Association as a psychiatrist-
in-training, the word ‘biopsychosocial’ was used frequently to describe the range to which
the profession of psychiatry aspired in its categorization of and treatment approaches to
mental illness. It was meant, in other words, to encompass everything: every aspect of
human thought, feeling and behavior. Rather grandiose, I remember thinking, but in keeping
with the compulsion in the field to cover every base, as it were.

It strikes me now that the term is especially relevant as a descriptor of the covid agenda
because  it  does,  with  realistic  accuracy,  embrace  the  scope  of  this  uniquely  massive
operation that has been played out across the globe. Thus covid, the measures adopted by
authorities to manage the so-called pandemic, the jabs, the jab passports, mandates, digital
identification  and,  essentially,  centralized  control  over  human  autonomy  –  this  may  be
accurately described not merely as a ‘psyops’ but as a ‘biopsychosocial’  operation. An
operation  designed  to  influence  virtually  every  aspect  of  the  human  condition  –  biology,
psychology  and  social  relations.

The magnitude and breadth of the covid operation render it historically unique, and, as a
result of this operation – still ongoing – the world has demonstrably been altered, perhaps
irrevocably so.

The iron fist of a coordinated program of control has been revealed and the fingers of this
fist have imprinted themselves on every aspect of our lives. The economic impact has been
enormous,  resulting  in  an  impoverishment  of  underlings  while  overlords  have  been
majestically  enriched.  The  ‘normality’  that,  after  three  years,  seems  now  to  be
reestablishing itself,  is  tenuous,  for  we have all  seen how swiftly  and fiercely  the fist  may
come down, perhaps at the drop of another bat and the emergence of yet another infectious
threat. Or perhaps the ever-looming dangers of climate change, another biopsychosocial
operation, may necessitate measures of control that were so quickly, easily and successfully
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employed  for  covid,  measures  that  included,  for  the  very  first  time,  the  wholesale
quarantining  of  the  healthy.

Nonetheless,  questions  running  counter  to  covid  propaganda  have  been  making  an
appearance in the propaganda outlets themselves – mainstream media – and recently some
attention has been focused on the origins of covid. Was it an accidental leak from the
Wuhan lab, or was it a deliberate release of a Frankenstein pathogen funded by the United
States and outsourced to China?

Dr.  Mike  Yeadon quite  flatly  states  that  he  does  not  believe there  was  ever  a  covid  virus,
while Igor Chudov clearly states that Sars-Cov-2 was a deliberately engineered pathogen.
Citing the work of Ralph Baric, Chudov concludes that ‘high pathogenicity is not necessary
for a perfect bioweapon: instead, what is important is that the bioweapon creates fear.’

Thus we have two widely diverging opinions from two quite respectable and diligent people.

In  fact,  we  also  have  a  plethora  of  different  opinions  from  other  respectable  and  diligent
people about the jab, the jab’s contents, about covid variants and even the very existence
of viruses. Was the pandemic a statistical rather than medical phenomenon created by
dubious PCR testing, was it merely a mislabeled flu? And on and on.

If you are not confused, you should be, because creating confusion is a hallmark of every
successful operation to control the masses, and the perfect biopsychosocial operation will
create confusion in spades. It’s not a matter of covering tracks to make an investigation into
the origins or other parts of an operation impossible – it’s a matter of deliberately creating
many tracks, tracks that run in various directions and lead to questionable conclusions. This
is  why,  for  example,  batches  of  the  so-called  Pfizer  vaccine  appear  to  differ.  This  is  why
highly dubious PCR testing was employed and why deaths from a variety of causes were
attributed by hospitals to covid.

Under such a cloud of confusion the activities of an objective investigator are grievously
hampered and the investigators themselves may be consumed by the following of leads and
the pursuit of deliberately created false mysteries so as to render them ineffectual.

The ostensibly greatest pandemic in human history derived from an errant bat in a Chinese
market, so were we told. I understood this from the outset to be false, knowing that every
grand piece of  propaganda begins  with  an extraordinary,  hardly  believable  event  that
serves as the genesis of a myth.

The  complete  disappearance  of  the  flu  for  over  two  years,  coupled  with  an  aggressive
suppression of attempts to treat people with covid until the last stages of respiratory illness,
suggested that an agenda was in play. This was confirmed when the covid inoculations were
announced as the only way out of the ‘pandemic’, particularly when it was clear that the
jabs could not have been adequately evaluated for safety during the short time in which
they were developed.

From my personal experience of illness I am convinced that a covid pathogen existed, that it
was infectious, and, judging from peculiarly strange symptoms, that it  was unnatural.  I
applauded  the  efforts  and  work  of  real  doctors  such  as  Vladimir  Zelenko  who  developed
successful treatments and helped countless patients.

Not being a virologist skilled in the ways and means of viral detection and sequencing, I
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really can’t speak much further, though I lean heavily towards the side of a pathogen that
was as deliberately engineered as the covid agenda itself. I believe it was a bio-weapon, the
first  punch  in  a  two-punch  combination,  the  second  being  the  far  more  lethal  and
debilitating  jab,  whose  deleterious  consequences  we  have  only  begun  to  appreciate.

Is it important to determine the origin of covid? Absolutely. For this reason the official tale
needs to be exposed as myth,wherever the ultimate findings may rest.

But  while  we  may  expect  to  be  confused  about  viral  specifics,  there  is  no  ambiguity
whatsoever about the glaring subversions of the role of medicine and human rights, the
totalitarian governmental control that emerged with hardly a whimper of protest, and the
very presence of bio-weapons laboratories and research not only in Wuhan but around the
world – in the United States and also in the Ukraine.

Of  this  we  can  be  certain:  ‘gain  of  function’  research  is  bio-weapons  research,  and
‘depopulation’ by whatever means and at whatever rate is murder.

*
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